Billy Crafton Launches New Website, BillyCraftonAuthor.com, for Upcoming Book

**Billy Crafton Launches BillyCraftonAuthor.com Online**

SAN DIEGO (PRWEB) November 23, 2018 -- Billy Crafton recently launched the new BillyCraftonAuthor.com website, the official site for his leap into the world of writing, as he prepares for the publishing of his first book, Black Card Bandit.

From NCAA football player to Business Manager to Brazilian Jiu Jitsu Champion… Billy Crafton now looks to add author to his arsenal, as he conveys a real-life story in his first book, Black Card Bandit, coming soon.

Indeed, BillyCraftonAuthor.com immediately puts Black Card Bandit front and center –

“The truth will be told. In Billy Crafton’s first book, expect the unexpected, all part of a real-life story that will keep you turning the pages from cover to cover.”

In addition to a focus on the new book, Billy Crafton also utilizes the new site to share some of his all-time favorite books, both past and present, as a way of connecting to the new world of writing he looks to embrace for the near future. From Think and Grow Rich by Napoleon Hill to Unshakeable by Tony Robbins, as an avid reader Billy hopes to share new reads on a regular basis.

Billy also shares a poignant quote on writing from one of the great essay writers of all time, Thomas Mann –

“A writer is someone for whom writing is more difficult than it is for other people.”

With his own book's release date still to be determined, Billy Crafton's new author site will be the best place to track the book's progress, eventual publishing date, and any events tied to directly to the book's unveiling. To learn more and stay current, please visit [https://www.billycraftonauthor.com](https://www.billycraftonauthor.com).

ABOUT BILLY CRAFTON: Billy Crafton owns his own Investment Banking Company, advising clients in restaurant, entertainment, fitness, sports management and marketing, while also taking time to speak at law schools and universities. As a prominent business manager, he currently works with Major League Baseball and NFL players.

Billy also continues to compete at a high level in International Brazilian Jiu Jitsu Federation world championship tournaments and other tournaments too, winning multiple championships, both nationally and internationally. Now a black belt, taking multiple Pan Jiu Jitsu Championships and IBJJF World Championships, Billy looks to help others learn the art of jiu jitsu via his own gym in San Diego, and his online presence as well.

Finally, Billy Crafton looks to enter the writing world with his soon-to-be-released first book, Black Card Bandit.
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You can read the online version of this press release here.